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Abstract. In digital pathology, clinical specimen slides are converted into digital images by microscopic image scanners. Since random vibration and mechanical drifting are unavoidable on even high-precision moving stages, the optical depth of field (DOF) of microscopic systems may affect image quality, in particular when using an objective lens with high magnification power. The DOF of a microscopic system was theoretically analyzed and experimentally validated using standard resolution targets under 60x dry and 100x oil objective lenses, respectively. Then cytogenetic samples were imaged at in-focused and off-focused states to analyze the impact of DOF on the acquired image qualities. For the investigated system equipped with the 60x dry and 100x oil objective lenses, the theoretical estimation of the DOF are 0.855 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 0.703 \( \mu \text{m} \), and the measured DOF are 3.0 \( \mu \text{m} \) and 1.8 \( \mu \text{m} \), respectively. The observation reveals that the chromosomal bands of metaphase cells are distinguishable when images are acquired up to approximately 1.5 \( \mu \text{m} \) or 1 \( \mu \text{m} \) out of focus using the 60x dry and 100x oil objective lenses, respectively. The results of this investigation provide important design trade-off parameters to optimize the digital microscopic image scanning systems in the future.
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1 Introduction

In digital pathology, high throughput digital microscopic image scanning is a fundamental technique for the diagnosis of various diseases.1–10 For this technique, however, one of the technical challenges is to maintain the pathologic specimen in focus during the image scanning, which may affect the reliability and efficiency of the image acquisition. The off-focused images can be attributed to several different factors, including the narrow depth of field (DOF) of an optical imaging system, and the impact of mechanical drifting and random vibrations of a scanning stage. These factors are often unavoidable even when using high-precision moving stages that may blur the scanned images. Although researchers continue to develop a precise focusing technique for high-quality microscopic image scanners, it is still necessary to understand the impact of the DOF on the scanned digital images. To do so will help balance the trade-off between scanning efficiency and image quality in the design of cost-effective digital microscopic image scanners.

This study aims to systematically investigate the tolerance level of off-focusing in diagnostic cytogenetic images. For this purpose, we first analyzed optical DOF of a microscope in theory. Then we measured the DOF using a standard resolution target under objective lenses with different magnification powers and numerical apertures (NA). After that, cytogenetic images from different clinical specimens were acquired and analyzed using the same microscope equipped with a 60x (dry, NA = 0.95) and a 100x objective lenses (oil, NA = 1.25), respectively. The chromosomal band sharpness was subjectively assessed to investigate the image quality deterioration when the metaphase or interphase cells were captured at in-focused and off-focused states. The detailed experimental procedures and image quality analysis results are presented in this article.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Theoretical Analysis of DOF

The DOF of an optical system is defined as the axial range in the object space where the object is imaged with an acceptable deterioration.11 There are two different types of DOF which contribute to the system DOF: geometric and diffractive. The geometric DOF is the axial range in the object space within which the blurred spot on the image space cannot be distinguished by the detector. It can be calculated by the following formula:11

\[
\Delta z = \frac{2n}{\beta NA} p. \tag{1}
\]

where \( n \) is the refractive index in the object space, \( \beta \) and NA are the magnification and numerical aperture of objective lens, and \( p \) is the pixel size of the detector.

The diffractive DOF is based on the light intensity distribution along the optical axis. The image deterioration is considered
to be acceptable if the intensity does not fall below 80% of the maximum. The corresponding distance can be computed as follows:\textsuperscript{11}

\[ \Delta_d = \frac{n\lambda_0}{\text{NA}^2}, \]  

(2)

where \( n \) is the refractive index in object space, \( \text{NA} \) is the numerical aperture of objective lens, and \( \lambda_0 \) is the wavelength of the illumination. In this investigation, it is assumed to be 0.550 \( \mu \)m.

Thus, for a realistic microscopic imaging system, both geometrical and diffractive effects exist simultaneously. The calculation of the total DOF has been thoroughly discussed in the last several decades.\textsuperscript{11-16} Although a standard method of determining the total DOF has not been established to date, the following method is the most recommended in this field to compute total DOF, which is the sum of the diffractive and geometric DOF:\textsuperscript{11-14}

\[ \Delta_{\text{total}} = \frac{2n}{\rho \text{NA}^2} + \frac{n\lambda_0}{\text{NA}^2}. \]  

(3)

### 2.2 Measurements of DOF

During the microscopic imaging process, the contrast of the captured image decreases when the object is moved away from the focal plane.\textsuperscript{15,18} Measuring the contrasts at specific spatial frequencies is often performed in an effort to assess the microscopic image system.\textsuperscript{19-22} Accordingly, in this study the DOF of the microscopic system was investigated experimentally by measuring the contrast at in-focused and off-focused positions. The DOF can be estimated experimentally by determining the range where the contrast is larger than 80% of its maximum.\textsuperscript{17}

In order to acquire digital images, we modified a conventional microscope by installing a time delay integration (TDI) detector that enables obtaining a pixel size of 7 \( \mu \)m in one dimension. The microscope is also equipped with two different objective lenses providing the magnification power of 60x (dry, \( \text{NA} = 0.95 \)) and 100x (oil, \( \text{NA} = 1.25 \)), respectively.

During the experiment, the DOF range was estimated separately when applying each of the above two objective lenses. The experiment was divided into three steps. First, we measured the modulation transfer function (MTF) to determine the spatial frequency for DOF estimation. MTF was accomplished by measuring the image contrast at a series of discrete spatial frequencies from 0 to the system-resolving limit, with the measured contrast values normalized for the final MTF curve. Second, according to the MTF curve, the frequency where the contrast drops to half of the maximum was selected to estimate the DOF. Finally, at the selected frequency, the contrast was measured to determine the system DOF.

In order to determine the spatial frequency of a DOF estimation, the MTF was the first measured using standard resolution targets. Two different bar pattern targets were used in the experiments. The USAF1951 resolution target contains different bar patterns with discrete spatial frequencies up to 645 lp/mm (USA1951, Edmund Optics, NJ). Another target with maximal frequency of 2000 lp/mm was also applied to measure the contrast at spatial frequencies higher than 645 lp/mm when it is necessary (MRS-4, Geller Microanalytical Laboratory, MA.).

For each microscopic objective lens, the MTF was estimated through measuring the contrast at different spatial frequencies from 0 to the resolving limit. In this investigated system, the pixel size of the camera is smaller than half of the resolving limit. Therefore, the spatial resolution is determined by the following formula:\textsuperscript{11}

\[ \sigma = \frac{0.61\lambda_0}{\text{NA}}, \]  

(4)

where \( \text{NA} \) is numerical aperture of the objective lens, and \( \lambda_0 \) is the wavelength of the illumination. In this investigation, it was assumed to be 0.55 \( \mu \)m. Thus, when using the two objective lenses with 60x and 100x magnification power, the spatial resolution calculated with Eq. (4) is 0.353 and 0.268 \( \mu \)m, or 1416 and 1863 lp/mm, respectively.

In the MTF measurement, the test target was placed on the stage. The system was manually adjusted to ensure that the target is imaged at the in-focused condition. After that, the target was captured and the contrast of each pattern on the target was calculated by the following formula:\textsuperscript{22}

\[ C = \frac{I_{\text{max}} - I_{\text{min}}}{I_{\text{max}} + I_{\text{min}}}, \]  

(5)

where \( I_{\text{max}} \) and \( I_{\text{min}} \) are the average maximum and minimum digital pixel values of the imaged test bar patterns at different frequencies. Based on the calculated contrasts at different spatial frequencies, the curve fitting method was then applied to create a smooth MTF curve.\textsuperscript{23} The frequency where the MTF decreases to 0.5 is selected for the DOF estimation.

After the spatial frequency was determined, the DOF range was estimated for each objective lens. This was accomplished using the above test bar pattern targets. Before the measurement, the target was placed on the stage and the in-focused position was visually adjusted and determined. Then, starting from this in-focused position, the stage was gradually moved up and down with a series of steps. At each position, the target image was obtained by the detector and the contrast of the image is computed by Eq. (5). Finally, the calculated contrast was curved as a function of focusing positions. The range where the contrast is larger than 80% of the maximum is determined as the system DOF estimation.

### 2.3 Evaluation of the DOF Impact on the Cytogenetic Image Qualities

In this study, we selected multiple pathological specimen slides that cover a variety of clinical samples acquired from bone marrow, blood, amniotic fluid, and products of conception (POC). These collected samples were all prepared using the standard clinical procedure. The digital images were then acquired from these specimen slides’ regions of interest (ROIs) to assess the impact of the microscope’s DOF on the cytogenetic image qualities. Since the resolving power of the 60x and 100x objective lenses are 0.353 \( \mu \)m and 0.268 \( \mu \)m, respectively, which provides enough meaningful information for clinical diagnosis, all the cytogenetic images were captured under these two 60x and 100x objective lenses in this study. Each ROI depicted an analyzable metaphase or interphase cell and each ROI was imaged at nine different positions, including the focal plane and the other positions away from the focal plane.
3 Results

3.1 DOF Theoretical Results

The theoretical results calculated by Eq. (3) in Sec. 2.1 are tabulated in Table 1. The one-dimensional (1-D) pixel size of the CCD detector used in this system is 7 \( \mu \)m. When applying a dry 60\( \times \) (NA = 0.95) microscopic objective lens and an oil-emerged 100\( \times \) (NA = 1.25) objective lens, the computed system DOF are 0.855 and 0.703 \( \mu \)m, respectively. As expected, using higher magnification power results in a smaller DOF.

3.2 DOF Experimental Measurement

Two example images of the USAF1951 resolution test bar target are demonstrated in Fig. 1(a) and 1(b), which were captured at the focal position and 3.5 \( \mu \)m away from the focal plane.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Magnification</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Refractive index of object side</th>
<th>Numerical aperture (NA)</th>
<th>Detector pixel size</th>
<th>Geometric DOF</th>
<th>Diffractive DOF</th>
<th>System DOF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>60( \times )</td>
<td>Dry</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>7 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>0.246 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>0.609 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>0.855 ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100( \times )</td>
<td>Oil</td>
<td>1.515</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>7 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>0.170 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>0.533 ( \mu )m</td>
<td>0.703 ( \mu )m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 1 Sample images of an USAF 1951 standard resolution target, acquired using a 100\( \times \) (oil, NA = 1.25) objective lens including (a) in-focused image; (b) blurred image acquired 3.5 \( \mu \)m away from the focal plane.

Fig. 2 The measured MTF curve for the tested microscope using (a) 60\( \times \) (dry, NA = 0.95) objective lens and (b) 100\( \times \) (oil, NA = 1.25) objective lens.

Fig. 3 The measured “half-maximum” contrast values versus focusing positions for the tested microscope using (a) 60\( \times \) (dry, NA = 0.95) objective lens and (b) 100\( \times \) (oil, NA = 1.25) objective lens.
oil-emerged 100× objective lens, respectively. The image in Fig. 1(b) was acquired at the off-focused state, as it is obviously blurred. Figure 2 illustrates two measured MTF curves of the microscope when using two 60× and 100× objective lenses separately. Based on the measured MTF, the MTF decreases approximately to its half maximum value at 456 and 645 lp/mm, respectively. These spatial frequencies were therefore used to estimate the system DOF when the 60× and 100× objective lenses were applied.

The “half-maximum” contrast measurements, plotted as a function of focusing positions, are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b), when the 60× and 100× objective lenses were used, respectively. For each curve, the contrast value reaches its maximum at the in-focused position (0 at x-axis), and decreases as the target is moved away from the in-focused position. As mentioned, the DOF can be estimated as the range where the contrast is higher than 80% of its maximal value. Therefore, the actual

Fig. 4 Microscopic images of a clinically analyzable cell contained in a bone marrow sample, captured using a 60× objective lens (dry, NA = 0.95), at positions of (a) in-focused, (b) 1 μm, (c) 1.5 μm, (d) 2 μm, and (e) 2.5 μm away from the focal plane.

Fig. 5 Microscopic images of a clinically analyzable cell contained in a blood sample, captured using a 60× objective lens (dry, NA = 0.95), at positions of (a) in-focused, (b) 1 μm, (c) 1.5 μm, (d) 2 μm, and (e) 2.5 μm away from the focal plane.

Fig. 6 Microscopic images of a clinically analyzable cell contained in a POC sample, captured using a 60× objective lens (dry, NA = 0.95), at positions of (a) in-focused, (b) 1 μm, (c) 1.5 μm, (d) 2 μm, and (e) 2.5 μm away from the focal plane.

Fig. 7 Microscopic images of a clinically analyzable cell contained in a bone marrow sample, captured using a 100× objective lens (oil, NA = 1.25), at positions of (a) in-focused, (b) 0.5 μm, (c) 1 μm, (d) 1.5 μm, and (e) 2 μm away from the focal plane.
measured system DOF are 3.0 μm and 1.8 μm when applying the 60x and 100x objective lenses, respectively.

As predicted by theoretical calculations, the results reveal that the DOF decreases when increasing the NA. Due to the experimental restriction, the measured DOF is substantially greater than the theoretical prediction. In the experiment, we could not directly measure the size of the image spot or the axial light intensity for the geometrical and diffractive DOF separately. Alternatively, the DOF was estimated by measuring the image contrast. But the z-position where the image contrast drops to 80% of the maximum is not exactly the same position for the geometrical or diffractive DOF. In other words, theoretical computation can only be used as a reference.

3.3 DOF Impact on Diagnosis of Clinical Cytogenetic Images

The microscopic images of analyzable cells acquired from four pathological samples including bone marrow, blood, amniotic fluid, and POC are shown in Figs. 4 to 11 as examples. Figures 4 to 6 are metaphase cells acquired by the microscopic system using a 60x (dry, NA = 0.95) objective lens, and Figs. 7 to 10 are metaphase cells acquired under 100x (oil, NA = 1.25) objective lens. Figure 11 illustrates an interphase cell captured under a 100x (oil, NA = 1.25) objective lens. In each of Figs. 4 to 6, Image (a) was obtained at the focal plane resulting in clear and sharp chromosome band patterns, which are adequate for clinical diagnosis. Image (b) was acquired 1 μm out of focus, and the band patterns are as clear as Image (a). When the cell was obtained 1.5 μm away from the focal plane, the image is somewhat blurred but still recognizable, as shown in Image (c). The band contrast decreases more significantly when the cell moves further away from the focal plane, with the band shapes becoming barely recognizable and then totally unrecognizable in Image (d) and (e), both of which were acquired 2 and 2.5 μm out of focus, respectively.

In Figs. 7 to 10, the band sharpness decreases at a faster rate as compared with those shown in Figs. 4 to 6. In Figs. 7 to 10, Image (c) was obtained 1 μm away from the focal plane, which shows a cell containing somewhat recognizable band shapes with decreased contrast. However, these cells are still suitable for clinical practice. Furthermore, when the image was obtained...
In order to ensure that the imaged chromosome bands are adequately sharp for the diagnosis, currently many microscopic systems perform the auto-focusing operation repeatedly for each useful cell. However, this method is often inefficient because the auto-focusing operation is quite time-consuming. Therefore, to balance the trade-off between the scanning efficiency and the image quality for a clinical diagnostic purpose, it is clinically meaningful to analyze how the DOF impacts on the acquired chromosome bands. To the best of our knowledge, no similar studies have been previously conducted and reported to investigate the tolerance level of out-focusing in automatically scanning pathological specimen slides.

In this study, we first computed DOF using a well-recognized theoretic model of an optical image system and then measured DOF of the same optical system using a standard test bar pattern target. Our results showed that the experimentally measured DOF was substantially greater than that computed by the theoretic model. This suggests the importance of using well-designed experiments to assess and measure the actual DOF of an optical system (e.g., a microscope). In addition to using the standard test bar target, we also analyzed DOF (or off-focusing tolerance level) by obtaining cytogenetic images under this specific microscope with two objective lenses of 60× (oil, NA = 0.95) and 100× (oil, NA = 1.25). Four types of commonly cytogenetic specimens acquired from bone marrow, blood, amniotic fluid, and POC in our cytogenetic laboratory were tested and analyzed in this study. Although the quality (i.e., sharpness and/or contrast of the metaphase chromosomes) of the images acquired from these four types of specimens varies, our experimental results demonstrated that the chromosomal band remained analyzable if the cells were captured within the range of 1.5 or 1.0 μm away from the focal plane when using the two 60× or 100× objective lenses, respectively. Comparing the experimental results acquired from using these two objective lenses, one could find that the microscopic system’s DOF would be wider if low magnification objective lenses were utilized. However, the resolution of the pathological features also decreased. In summary, the results from this study support the feasibility of developing the automated microscopic or pathological image scanners with limited power of auto-focusing, which will significantly increase the efficiency of image scanning, as well as the efficacy of digital pathology.

Although the results of this preliminary study are encouraging, there are several limitations. First, we did not consider the effect of the chromosome thickness in this study. Second, a simple DOF measurement was used and we did not test whether applying the new contrast calculation methods proposed recently could achieve more accurate results. Third, although the DOF of the human eye is also an important factor affecting subjective evaluation of the cytogenetic image qualities, it was not tested or discussed. Hence, a more comprehensive investigation is underway from which we hope to acquire better knowledge about the designing trade-off parameters to optimize the automated digital microscopic image scanning systems for cytogenetic image diagnosis and other digital pathology applications in the future.
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